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Abstract— Exploration has been one of the greatest chal-
lenges in reinforcement learning (RL), which is a large obstacle
in the application of RL to robotics. Even with state-of-the-art
RL algorithms, building a well-learned agent often requires too
many trials, mainly due to the difficulty of matching its actions
with rewards in the distant future. A remedy for this is to
train an agent with real-time feedback from a human observer
who immediately gives rewards for some actions. This study
tackles a series of challenges for introducing such a human-
in-the-loop RL scheme. The first contribution of this work is
our experiments with a precisely modeled human observer:
BINARY, DELAY, STOCHASTICITY, UNSUSTAINABILITY, and
NATURAL REACTION. We also propose an RL method called
DQN-TAMER, which efficiently uses both human feedback and
distant rewards. We find that DQN-TAMER agents outperform
their baselines in Maze and Taxi simulated environments.
Furthermore, we demonstrate a real-world human-in-the-loop
RL application where a camera automatically recognizes a
user’s facial expressions as feedback to the agent while the
agent explores a maze.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning (RL) has potential applications for
autonomous robots [1]. Even against highly complex tasks
like visuomotor-based manipulation [2] and opening a door
with an arm [3], skillful policies for robots can be obtained
through repeated trials of deep RL algorithms.
However, exploration remains as one of the greatest chal-
lenges, preventing RL from spreading to real applications. It
often requires a lot of trials until the agent reaches an optimal
policy. This is primarily because RL agents obtain rewards
only in the distant future, e.g., at the end of the task. Thus, it
is difficult to propagate the reward back to actions that play
a vital part in receiving the reward. The estimated values of
actions in given states are modified exponentially slowly over
the number of remaining intervals until the future reward is
received [4].
Additional training signals from a human are a very useful
remedy. One direction involves human demonstrations. Using
human demonstrations for imitation learning can efficiently
train a robot agent [5], though it is sometimes difficult or
time-consuming to collect human demonstrations.
We use real-time feedback from human observers as
another helpful direction in this study. During training,
human observers perceive the agent’s actions and states in
the environment and provide some feedback to the agent
in real time rather than at the end of each episode. Such
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Fig. 1: Overview of human-in-the-loop RL and our model (DQN-
TAMER). The agent asynchronously interacts with a human
observer in the given environment. DQN-TAMER decides
actions based on two models. One (Q) estimates rewards
from the environment and the other (H) for feedback from
the human.
immediate rewards can accelerate learning and reduce the
number of required trials. This method is called human-in-
the-loop RL and its effectiveness has been reported in prior
publications [6]–[15].
Human-in-the-loop RL has the potential to greatly improve
training thanks to the immediate rewards. However, exper-
iments in prior studies did not consider some key factors
in realistic human-robot interactions. They sometimes as-
sumed that human observers could (1) give precise numerical
rewards, (2) do so without delay (3) at every time step,
and (4) that rewards would continue forever. In this paper,
we reformulate human observers with the following more
realistic characteristics: binary feedback, delay, stochasticity,
and unsustainability. Furthermore, we examine the effect
from recognition errors, when an agent autonomously infers
implicit human reward from natural reactions like facial
expressions. Table I shows a comparison with prior work.
With such a human-in-the-loop setup, we derive an ef-
ficient RL algorithm called DQN-TAMER from an existing
human-in-the-loop algorithm (TAMER) and deep Q-learning
(DQN). The DQN-TAMER algorithm learns two disentan-
gled value functions for the human immediate reward and
distant long-term reward. DQN-TAMER can be seen as a
generalization of TAMER and DQN, where the contribution
from each model can arbitrarily controlled.
The contributions of the paper are as follows:
1) We precisely formulate the following more realistic
human-in-the-loop RL settings: (BINARY FEEDBACK,
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TABLE I: Characteristics of human observers tested in prior work and this study
study BINARY DELAY STOCHASTICITY UNSUSTAINABILITY NATURAL REACTION
Andrea et al. 2005 [6], [7] X X
Joost Broekens 2007 [8] X X X (facial expression)
Knox et al. 2007 [9] X X X
Tenorio-Gonzalez et al. 2010 [10] X X X (voice)
Pilarski et al. 2011 [11] X X X
Griffith et al. 2013 [12] X X
MacGlashan et al. 2017 [13] X X X
Arumugam et al. 2018 [14] X X X
Warnel et al. 2018 [15] X X X
Ours X X X X X (facial expression)
DELAY, STOCHASTICITY, UNSUSTAINABLITY, NATU-
RAL REACTION).
2) We propose an algorithm, DQN-TAMER, for human-
in-the-loop RL, and demonstrate that it outperforms
the existing RL methods in two tasks with a human
observer.
3) We built a human-in-the-loop RL system with a camera,
which autonomously recognized a human facial expres-
sion and exploited it for effective explorations and faster
convergence.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We first describe the standard RL settings and subse-
quently introduce a human observer for human-in-the-loop
RL, as shown in Figure 1. We then describe the characteris-
tics of the human observer.
In standard RL settings, an agent interacts with an envi-
ronment E through a sequence of observations, actions, and
rewards. At each time t, the agent receives an observation st
from E , takes an action at from a set of possible actions A,
and then obtains a reward rt+1. Let pi(a|s) be the trainable
policy of the agent for choosing an action a from A given
an observed state s. The ultimate goal of RL is to find the
optimal policy which maximizes the expectation of the total
reward Rt =
∑∞
k=0 γ
krt+k at each state st, where γ is a
discount factor for later rewards.
Next, we consider introducing a human into the above RL
settings. At each step, a human watches the agent’s action
at and the next state st+1, assesses at based on intuition
or some other criteria, and gives some feedback ft+1 to
the agent through some type of reaction. Prior work has
explored modeling human feedback. This study discusses and
reformulates those clearly as five components. This paper
is the first study that fully integrates all components and
performs experiments and analysis to test their effects.
A. Binary
Some studies consider humans giving various values as
feedback to influence the agent [6], [7]. However, requesting
people give fine-grained or continuous scores is found diffi-
cult [16] because it requires human have enough understand-
ing of the task at hand and requires that human can rate the
agent behavior quantitatively in an objective manner. This
is why binary feedback is preferred. The feedback simply
indicates whether an action is good or bad. In this way, even
an ordinary person can be a desirable observer and provide
feedback as well as an expert [17]. Thus, we assume binary
feedback, i.e., ft ∈ {−1,+1}.
B. Delay
One may think that human feedback will surely accel-
erate an agent’s learning. In realistic settings, however, it is
actually difficult to utilize feedback because human feedback
is usually delayed by a significant amount of time [18].
In particular, the agent must perform actions in a dynamic
environment where the state changes continuously. Thus, the
agent cannot wait for feedback at each step. Furthermore, the
delay must not be constant, implicitly depending on people’s
concentration, complexity of states, and actions, etc. The
randomness of delay makes the problem much more difficult.
We assume that the number of feedback delay steps follows
a certain probability distribution.
Surprisingly, we found that human feedback could have
totally “negative” effects on the existing learning algorithms
of an agent if the agent ignores this delay effect and takes
the feedback as exact and immediate feedback. On the other
hand, our proposed learning algorithm succeeds when such
delayed human feedback is utilized even though the actual
probability of delay is different from the one we assumed.
C. Stochasticity
In addition to delaying feedback, other studies missed the
idea that people could not always give feedback when an
agent performs an action correctly. It is also reported that the
feedback frequency varies largely among human users [19],
[20]. Thus, such a stochastic drop is a factor of intractable
human feedback that we have to model for human-in-the-
loop RL.
We introduce pfeedback to indicate the probability that
appropriate feedback occurs in a time step (i.e. the prob-
ability of avoiding drop) to model the difficulty of random
events. We vary the strength of stochasticity in the following
experiments and confirm a significant effect in learning
process.
D. Unsustainability
Even after introducing delay and stochasticity, the setting
is still less realistic. It is very difficult to presume that
humans watch an agent until it finishes learning through
many episodes. The learning process might last a long time,
thus a human may leave before the agent converges to an
optimal policy. Ideally, even if a human gives feedback
within a limited span after learning begins, we wish it
could subsequently lead to a better learning process. Here
we introduce the notion of feedback stop with a time step
tstop, where the human leaves the environment and the agent
stops receiving feedback. We confirm that ending feedback
degrades learning process of prior algorithms; in contrast,
our proposed algorithm works robustly.
E. Natural Reaction
Finally, the method used to provide feedback is not unique
or obvious. One naive method for providing binary feedback
is using positive-negative buttons or levers. However, when
intelligent agents become more ubiquitous and we launch
real human robot interaction systems, it is preferable that the
system infer implicit feedback from natural human reactions
rather than humans actively providing feedback. Robots with
such a mechanism would be capable of lifelong learning [21],
[22] after deployment in the real world. For example, robot
pets might utilize their owner’s voice as feedback for direc-
tions or some toy tasks, or communication robots possibly
infer feedback from a user via their facial expressions.
In this paper, we investigated the use of human facial
expressions. We use a deep neural network-based classifier
for facial expression recognition and we built a demo system
with a camera. Note that classification errors from such
a model cause an agent to misunderstand the sentiment
polarity (positive or negative) associated with feedback. This
is another important issue which we believe will arise in
future human robot interaction applications.
III. METHODS
We first describe two existing RL algorithms. Each algo-
rithm is a well-known deep RL method. We then propose an
algorithm that generalizes both of them.
A. Deep Q-Network (DQN)
The optimal policy can be characterized as the policy that
causes the agent to take and action that maximizes the action
value for the action in the given state [23], [24]. An action
value function Qpi : S × A → R is a function that returns
the expected total reward in a given state and for a given
action when following the policy pi [25]. The optimal action
value is defined as the maximum action value function with
respect to the policy.
Q?(s, a) = max
pi
Qpi(s, a). (1)
Q-learning is an algorithm that estimates the optimal action
value by iteratively updating the action value function using
the Bellman update [23].
A deep Q-network (DQN) is a kind of approximate Q-
learning that utilizes a deep neural network to represent the
action value function together with some tricks in training,
such as experience replay [26], reward clipping, and a target
network for stabilizing training [27].
To handle the human feedback in the framework of RL,
we augment an extra reward function that computes a scalar
reward for human feedback in addition to the original reward
function, i.e., we employ so-called reward shaping [28], [29]
to incorporate human feedback.
B. Deep TAMER
TAMER [9] is a current standard framework in human-
in-the-loop RL, where the agent predicts human feedback
and takes the action that is most likely to result in good
feedback. In short, TAMER is a value-based RL algorithm
where the values are estimated from human feedback only.
Deep TAMER [15] is an algorithm that applies a deep neural
network within this TAMER framework.
In Deep TAMER, the H-function is used instead of the
Q-function to show the value of an action at a certain state
(H : S × A → R). The differences from Q-learning is that
H-function estimates a binary human feedback f for each
action. Similar to DQN, and given the current estimate Hˆ ,
the agent policy is
pi(s)DeepTAMER = arg max
a
Hˆ(s, a). (2)
Deep TAMER considers a certain feedback that corre-
sponds to some recent state and action pairs, which expects
DELAY. Let s and a be a sequence of states and actions,
respectively. The loss function L for judging the quality of
Hˆ is defined as follows:
L(Hˆ; s,a, f) =
∑
s∈s,a∈a
||Hˆ(s, a)− f ||2, (3)
The optimal feedback estimation is the value of Hˆ that min-
imizes the expected loss value, and Deep TAMER updates
this using stochastic gradient descent (SGD):
Hˆ?pi(s, a) = argmin
Hˆ
Es,a[L(Hˆ; s,a, f)] (4)
Hˆ(s, a)k+1 = Hˆ(s, a)k − ηk∇HˆL(Hˆk; s,a, f) (5)
where ηk is the learning rate at update iteration k.
Also, inspired by experience replay in DQN [26], a similar
technique is introduced to stabilize learning by the Hˆ neural
network. Dlocal is a set of tuples for a state, action, and
feedback when a single feedback f is received, which is
defined as
Dlocal = {(s, a, f)‖(s, a) ∈ (s,a)}. (6)
Dglobal stores all the past states, actions, and feedback pairs.
Every time a new feedback occurs, it updates as follows:
Dglobal ← Dglobal ∪Dlocal (7)
The TAMER framework (including Deep TAMER) only
exploits human feedback and lacks the ability to make use
of rewards from the environment. Our proposed method is
described in the next subsection, where the agent successfully
uses both human feedback and environmental rewards.
C. Proposed DQN-TAMER
Our motivation lies in integrating the TAMER framework
into an existing value based on Q-learning and, therefore,
achieves faster agent learning convergence.
Algorithm 1 Deep TAMER
Require: initialized Hˆ , update interval b, learning rate η
Ensure: Dglobal = ∅
while NOT goal or time over do
observe s
execute a ∼ pi(s)DeepTAMER by (2)
if new feedback f then
prepare s,a
obtain Dlocal by (6)
update Dglobal by (7)
update Hˆ(s, a) by (5) using Dlocal
if every b steps and Dglobal 6= ∅ then
update Hˆ(s, a) by (5) using mini-batch sampling
from Dglobal
Algorithm 2 Proposed: DQN-TAMER
Require: initialized Hˆ , Qˆ, update interval b, learning rate
η, weight αq, αh
Ensure: Dglobal = ∅
while NOT goal or time over do
observe s
execute a ∼ pi(s)DQN−TAMER by (8)
decay αh
if new feedback f then
prepare s,a
obtain Dlocal by (6)
update Dglobal by (7)
update Hˆ(s, a) by (5) using Dlocal
if every b steps then
update Qˆ(s, a)
if Dglobal 6= ∅ then
update Hˆ(s, a) by (5) using mini-batch sam-
pling from Dglobal
DQN-TAMER trains the Q-function and H-function sepa-
rately using the DQN and Deep TAMER algorithms. Given
the estimated Qˆ and Hˆ respectively, the agent policy is
defined as
pi(s)DQN−TAMER = arg max
a
αqQˆ(s, a) + αhHˆ(s, a), (8)
where αq and αh are the hyper parameters that determine
the extent to which the agent relies on the reward from
the environment and feedback from a human. Note that, αh
decays at every step and eventually αh → 0, thus the agent
initially explores efficiently by following human feedback
and eventually reaches the optimal DQN policy much faster.
Since we train each network separately and combine them
only when choosing actions, it is no surprise that original
DQN and Deep TAMER are written in this DQN-TAMER
framework. DQN is equivalent when αh = 0 and Deep
TAMER is equivalent when αq = 0. Thus, DQN-TAMER
can also be seen as a method for annealing DQN that is aided
by including human feedback in the pure DQN algorithm.
In summary, we have four algorithms: (1) DQN, (2)
DQN with naive reward shaping where feedback is added
to environmental rewards, (3) Deep TAMER, and (4) our
proposed DQN-TAMER algorithm. In the following exper-
iments, we compare these algorithms and show that DQN-
TAMER outperforms the others in terms of learning speed
and final agent performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Two experiments were performed. The first experiment
aims to compare and analyze each algorithm in fair and wide
settings. We prepare programs as simulated human observers
based on the four requirements described in Sec II (BINARY,
DELAY, STOCHASTICITY, UNSUSTAINABILITY). Following
Griffith et al. [12], the simulated human gives feedback when
certain conditions are satisfied for a given state and action.
The simulated approaches are appreciated because we can
systematically test the performance of various algorithms
with hyperparameters in a consistent setting. Even with deep
RL algorithms, whose performance can vary largely due to
random seeds, we can fairly compare them by averaging the
results from many runs. We actually used a trimmed mean
of results from 30 runs in all experiments for a reliable
comparison.
We trained the agents in two game environments: Maze
and Taxi. As for a human observer in the simulated world,
there are parameters which should be decided beforehand
(pdelay for DELAY, pfeedback for STOCHASTICITY and tstop
for UNSUSTAINABILITY). As for the probability of the delay,
pdelay, we assume it as pdelay(0) = 0.3, pdelay(1) = 0.6,
pdelay(2) = 0.1, pdelay(n) = 0 (n ≥ 3). Because this true
probability of the delay is unknown in reality, we assume the
different one during training, which is given by pdelay(i) =
1/3 for i ∈ {0, · · · , 2} otherwise pdelay(i) = 0, following
Warnell et al. [15].
Second, we built a real human-in-the-loop RL system
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method
in real applications. The system uses a camera to perceive
human faces and interpret them as human feedback using a
deep neural network for facial expression recognition. Even
though such implicit feedback is actively inferred by the
system, it learns maze navigation well. We show the results
from the demo in our complementary video.
A. Maze
Maze is a classical game where the agent must reach a
predefined goal (Figure 2). We compare the sample efficiency
in each algorithm through experiment, i.e., we examine how
fast learning converges. We fixed the field size of a maze
to 8 × 8 and the initial distance to the goal at 5. Table II
summarizes the environmental setting.
We simulate a human feedback as it gives a binary label
whether the agent reduces the Manhattan distance to the goal.
If an agent moves closer to the goal, the human provides +1
positive feedback and -1 negative feedback otherwise. We
experimented with two different settings of observations st,
which an agent can see from the environment. In the first
setting, an agent only knows its own absolute coordinates
Fig. 2: Maze: an environment with walls (black squares), the agent,
and the goal.
TABLE II: Maze setting
reward every step -0.01, goal +1.0
field size 8
initial distance 5
max steps 1000
action space (north, east, south, west)
human rule Manhattan distance to the goal
in a maze. In the other setting, it observes the status of
the surrounding areas (8 squares). In the case shown in
Figure 2, an agent observe either absolute coordinate “(6, 5)”
or partial observation [“space”, “space”, “space”, “space”,
(“now”, ) “space’ ’, “wall”, “wall”, “space”] respectively in
each setting. Observation of only surrounding areas follows a
partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [30].
The POMDP framework is general enough to model a variety
of real-world sequential decision processes, such as robot
navigation problems, machine maintenance, and planning
under uncertainty in general, but is also known it is difficult
environment to train the agent.
B. Taxi
Taxi is also a moving game in a two-dimensional space
(Figure 3), but it is more difficult due to its hierarchical
goals [31]. In Taxi, an agent must pick up a passenger
that is waiting at a certain position and move him/her to
a different position. The position of the passenger and the
final destination are randomly chosen from four candidate
positions {R, G, B, Y}.
Thus, the optimal direction is different before and after
picking up the passenger. The agent must learn such a two-
staged policy to solve this task. We fix the field size of
a maze to 5 × 5. Table III summarizes the environment
settings. The agent observes the current absolute coordinates
and whether or not the passenger is currently in the taxi
(agent). We simulate a human feedback as it gives a binary
label whether it reduces the distance to a passenger or the
destination according to the state of picking up.
C. Car Robot Demonstration
As a further demonstration, we built a demo system
and trained a car agent with a real human observer. We
also introduce NATURAL REACTION in this demonstration
as described in Sec. II, thus bringing the system closer
to real applications. Feedback is inferred by observing a
person and is obtained through facial expression recognition.
Fig. 3: Taxi: an environment with walls ( | ; bold bars), the taxi
agent, the passenger (at G), and the goal (Y).
TABLE III: Taxi setting
reward every step -1, drop at right/wrong place +20/-10pickup at the wrong place -10
field size 5
initial distance random
max steps 1000
action space (north, east, south, west, pickup, drop)
human rule Manhattan distance to passenger (before pick up)Manhattan distance to goal (after pick up)
We used MicroExpNet as a recognition model, which is a
convolutional neural network-based (CNN) model [32]. This
model is obtained by distilling a larger CNN model, which
then quickly and accurately classifies facial expressions into
8 categories: ‘neutral’, ‘anger’, ‘contempt’, ‘disgust’, ‘fear’,
‘happy’, ‘sadness’, ‘surprise’. Even such an accurate model,
of course, often fails to predict the correct expression. The
intriguing question we tackle here is whether an agent can
learn well from suspicious feedback with errors. Figure 7
shows how we set up the environment with a car robot
solving a physical maze. The agent interprets the facial
expression ‘happy’ as positive (+1) and other expressions
(‘anger’, ‘contempt’, ‘disgust’, ‘fear’, and ‘sad’) as negative
(-1).
D. Parameter Settings
We construct every Q-function and H-function as a feed-
forward neural network with a hidden layer using tanh
function of 100 dimensions. Optimization is performed using
RMSProp, where the initial learning rate is 10−3 both for
the Q-function and the H-function. The probability of taking
random actions for exploration is initially set to 0.3 and
decayed by 0.001 at every step until it reaches 0.1. We
initialize αh = αq = 1 of the DQN-TAMER and decay
αh by 0.9999 at every step.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following, we show the averaged results over
totally 30 trials for each environment, where the results were
obtained from three each with ten different sets of initial
conditions.
A. DELAY and STOCHASTICITY
To investigate the dependence on the delay of human
feedback and the feedback occurrence probability, we con-
ducted experiments by varying the probability of feedback
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Fig. 4: Maze results (upper: high frequency, lower: low frequency,
left: without delay, and right: with delay).
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Fig. 5: Maze with feedback stop. Feedback ends after 30 episodes.
left: MDP, right: POMDP
occurrence (pfeedback) and the existence of delay. Figure 4
shows the four results of Maze each of which corresponds
the condition either the feedback frequency is high and low,
and delay happens or does not.
As for DELAY, we can see that DQN with reward shaping
outperforms DQN if there is no delay by comparing left
and right panels of the figure. However, the performance of
one with reward shaping degrades and becomes comparable
with pure DQN if delay is introduced. This suggests that
the human feedback does not work well by naive reward
shaping.
Comparing the upper and lower figures, one can see that
a learning process with more frequent feedback is faster
and reaches higher rewards for all algorithms. Less frequent
feedback degrades the performance of all algorithms. Deep
TAMER returned a particularly poor result. Among those,
DQN-TAMER is the most robust with unstable feedback
since it uses a Q-function and an H-function. Therefore, it
can also take advantage of rewards from the environment.
B. UNSUSTAINABILITY
We investigate the effect to learning when human feedback
gets interrupted. In any case, DQN-TAMER outperforms the
other methods. It is inferred that Deep TAMER becomes
stagnant after feedback stops because it depends only on hu-
man feedback. In contrast, DQN-TAMER initially facilitates
efficient exploration with human feedback and continues
improving its policy with rewards from the environment. The
result is consistent with experimental results from Maze and
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Fig. 6: Taxi with feedback stop. Feedback ends after 30 episodes.
Fig. 7: Demonstration situation. We used a GoPiGo3 car robot and
trained it to solve a maze using human facial expressions.
Taxi. Our proposed DQN-TAMER is very robust to various
types of human feedback.
C. NATURAL REACTION
During the car robot demonstration, we found that the
agent learned well from suspicious feedback with errors
of the classifier efficiently. The facial expression classifier
misclassified human facial expressions (i.e., flipping plus and
minus of reward) with around 15%. The result demonstrated
that the DQN-TAMER was robust even though such opposite
feedback occur stochastically. We show the learning process
in the complementary video.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study tackles a series of challenges for introduc-
ing human-in-the-loop RL into real world robotics. We
discussed five key problems for human feedback in real
applications: BINARY, DELAY, STOCHASTICITY, UNSUS-
TAINABILITY and NATURAL REACTION. The experiments
results obtained from various settings show that the proposed
DQN-TAMER model is robust against inconvenient feedback
and outperforms existing algorithms like DQN and Deep
TAMER. We also built a car robot system that exploits
implicit rewards by reading human faces with a CNN based
classifier. Even with classifier errors, the agent of the system
efficiently learned maze navigation. These results encourage
to utilize the human feedback in a real world scenario, which
is difficult to handle due the instability and randomness of the
delay, if we assume the randomness of the delay even when
the probability function is different from the true one and
combine the human feedback appropriately with the original
reward given by the environment.
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